Doug Spencer
Arkansas Dept of Environmental Quality
Public Outreach & Assistance Division
5301 Northshore Dr.
North Little Rock, AR 72118

Dear Mr. Spencer:

I support as a citizen of AR the proposed change to ARDEC Reg 5-6 which prohibits the ADEQ Director from issuing WOS 5 & No6 permits for facilities in the Buffalo National River with either 75 or more swine or 3,000 or more swine weighing less than 55 pounds.

Personally I believe the number of swine should be much less than the proposed prohibition states because of the_km of damage swine faces due to rivers of hard to remove UNLESS there is a STATE WASTE WATER Treatment plant connected with CAFS operations (rather than waste lagoons). I recommend these prohibitions be lowered in numbers of swine because there is NO WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT connected to these contracts

May 3/14
Did you know that the American Public Health Association has called for a nationwide moratorium on CAFO's? The current laws for industrial farm animal production often pose unacceptable risks to health environments at the animal, says the IFAF, Pew Commission.

Also has anyone considered that human beings can live healthy lives without the consumption of pigs in their diet that create health havoc on the animals, the environment?

Sincerely,
Ms. Carolyn Knaus, M.S.